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In a world where everyone is obsessed by self image and looks, looks matter And yes, people really do

judge a book by its cover....... Who Else Wants To Create Amazing ECover Images Directly From Their

PC In Under 3 Minutes With Just A Few Mouse Clicks To Skyrocket Their Product Sales By At Least 72?!

This really cool software will quickly and easily transform your images into 3d eCovers that will make your

website look like a million bucks! Introducing ECover Creator Professional! You work very hard...day in

and day out to get traffic (free and paid) to your site, only to have your visitor leave because your website

looks junky and unprofessional! The truth is, nobody wants to buy trash! Thats exactly whats in the

visitors mind when they see your website that doesnt have a professional eCover representing your

fabulous product. I mean, dont get me wrong. You may have the best product in the world, and youll

know that - but if your site looks trashy, your products must be too right? Its just some simple in-built

psychological association that people have. Heres a simple example... Im a movies freak and I watch a

lot of movies. I see so many that I now get selective as to which ones I will watch and rent on DVD. So to

filter down and decide which one I will pick as I skim through the movie covers. When I find a cover that

catches my eye, Ill go into the film details and check out what its about. This in-build association doesnt

just stop there. Good looking and attractive people in general are treated better in life...no need to debate

that, its a fact. A persons physical attractiveness -- the look that theyre basically born with -- impacts

every individual literally from birth to death, says Dr. Gordon Patzer, dean of the College of Business

Administration at Roosevelt University. Hes spent 30 years studying and writing about physical

attractiveness. People are valued more who are higher in physical attractiveness. As distasteful at that

might be, thats the reality. That statement flows over to other things in life that are good looking, and

people will give such things preference and their time. Attractive, professional eCovers will catch the

interest of your market, no question. - Dont have big money to spend on expensive software? - Dont have

a creative bone in your body? Well dont worry because... Now You Can Create Stunning ECover Boxes,

CDs, DVDs, eBooks And More With Our Amazing ECover Creator! With This ECover Creator You Will Be

Able To... * Quickly and easily create 15 different eCover styles on the fly * Not have to worry about
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installing complex or expensive action scripts * Import .psd, jpg, gif, bmp or .png images directly into the

software * Create amazing looking eCovers with just a few mouse clicks * Save valuable time and money

trying to learn other action scripts * Make your website look more professional and clean looking. This

eCover software makes creating 3D ebooks, software boxes, DVDs, & CDs amazingly simple and the

best part is its compatible with any graphics editor! So whether youve just started designing or youre an

experienced graphic artist, this really cool software application will make it point and click easy to create

incredible eCovers! With Just A Few Simple Clicks Of Your Mouse You Can Quickly And Easily Create

ECovers That Look Amazing! SEE HOW QUICK AND EASY THAT WAS... JUST 3 EASY STEPS AND

YOURE DONE! With this eCover software you no longer have to worry if its compatible with your

graphics editor. Since this is a software and not an action script, you dont have to have Photoshop to

make it work. As long as your graphics editor can import/export .png, .psd, .jpg, gif or .bmp then you can

use this software to create slick looking 3D eCovers! With This ECover Creator You Can... * Easily find

the 3D cover for your product or service * Adjust the width and height for your eCover * Adjust the

shadow, reflection and highlights for your cover * Import custom graphics or choose from the color palette

* Create a transparent background or flip the box horizontally * Easily export and save your eCover

project to its own folder Its Simple Really...This ECover Software Will Save You Time and Make Creating

ECovers For Your Products Quick And Easy! P.S. This totally insane offer will be raised at any time, so

secure your download right now for just $27! P.P.S. You can relax knowing that your download is

protected by our 30 day money back guarantee. If youre not satisfied, just let us know and well refund

your download...no questions asked :)
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